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Scientists always face diffculties dealing with disjointed information. There is a need
for a standardized and robust way to represent and exchange knowledge. Ontology has
been widely used for this purpose. However, since research involves semantics and operations, we need to conceptualize both of them. In this thesis, we propose ReShare to
provide a solution for this problem. Maximizing utilization while preserving the semantics
is one of the main challenges when the heterogeneous knowledge is combined. Therefore, operational annotations were designed to allow generic object modeling, binding and
representation. Furthermore, a test bed is developed and preliminary results are presented
to show the usefulness and robustness of our approach. Moreover, two aggregation techniques for fusing ontology matchers are investigated as an initial work for building an
algorithm which converts descriptive ontologies into operational ones.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Scientists have always been facing the challenge of science formalization.Research is
being conducted in every knowledge domain. A new and novel methods and techniques
are found, old ones become outdated because they are not fully compatible with the new
proposed concepts. Also, scientists are working on similar problems and their work is
eventually presented in literature, which is the only way to explore these new contributions. As a result, researchers do not know about the ongoing research that is conducted by
others. Therefore, there is a demand for a standardized formalization to describe and share
both old and current research. With the emergence of the internet, several standard formalization techniques were proposed. Most of them are based on extensible markup languages
(XML), and one of these languages provides a good solution for this problem. Ontology is
a knowledge representation language that allows computer-based agents to understand and
handle a shared domain-based conceptualization. Ontologies are very easy to share and exchange. Ontologies have been used in many felds such as in semantic web, biology (e.g.,
the gene ontology [4]) and even in software engineering where it has been used with each
phase of the software development life-cycle: analysis, design, implementation, integration, maintenance and retirement [39]. Moreover, Ontology allows computer-based agents
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to understand and handle a shared domain-based conceptualization [17]. Descriptive ontologies have been used to describe the semantics (structures, meanings and relations) of a
certain problem domain. However, such ontologies have created another challenge when
dealing with heterogeneous knowledge domains where some ontologies may overlap or
differ in the structure of the semantics. The variance between ontologies happens because
of the subjectivity of using ontologies, i.e., it depends on the creators and how they are
describing it. Consequently, a need for standardized ontologies emerges. Pease et al.[34]
proposed an upper ontology from which others can inherit and extend their own concepts.
Even though the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO) helped dealing with heterogeneous knowledge from different sources, specifc details still differ. Also, such upper
ontologies increase the complexity of the structure.
Research experiments contain not only semantics, which can be effectively defned
and described using regular ontology, but also they contain operations (datasets, source
code, analysis, experiments, and/or results). Therefore, an operational ontology needs to
be employed instead of the regular descriptive one. Furthermore, to insure robustness and
scalability, we need to design our ontology in a generic way so that it can be easily extended
without the need for any change in the core concepts. As a result, we considered the use of
a software object oriented (OO) model to insure a high level of abstraction that is adaptable
to multiple research domains. To tackle all these challenges, we proposed ReShare, an operational ontology framework for research modeling, combining and sharing that has the
ability to design an operational model for any research domain. The framework is mainly
divided into three phases: modeling a research, applying operations on that model, and
2

visualizing results. Moreover, in order to deal with the existing heterogeneous ontologies,
several ontology matching techniques (supervised and unsupervised) are proposed. The
main contribution of this work includes proposing ReShare , building two different mechanisms for ontology matching, creating two generic visualization tools, 3D dynamic scatter
plot and parallel coordinates, and fnally, developing a test bed to experiment the applicability of ReShare. Using this test bed, we modeled a research study case in the feld of
material sciences, conducted by AbuOmar et al. [2]. In that research, the authors analyzed
the vapor-grown carbon nanofber (VGCNF)/vinyl ester (VE) nanocomposites dataset in
order to discover some hidden trends, patterns, and properties associated with this material
system. A summary of the statistical experimental design and testing procedures to generate the VGFCNF/VE dataset is given later in this paper. A more detailed discussion is
provided in [30, 32, 31].
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CHAPTER 2
RELATED WORKS

A number of works have been put forth in the literature regarding the OO modeling
using ontologies. Most of these studies focus on static objects modeling and descriptive
representation using ontologies. One model was introduced by Siricharoen (2006) where
an object has an identity, state and functions. It could be inherited from another object
or associated with one or more objects. Values are stored in objects using attributes and
properties. These attributes can be primitive types (string, integer ... etc), references to
other objects or a set of values of these types [38]. This model was extended and detailed
by Siricharoen (2009) to include a name, a set of attributes and operations. Each attribute
has a name, type and visibility. On the other hand, operations may contain comments, conditions and/or initial values. Each object may have one or more relationships with other
objects such as supertype relation [37]. Another model was described and proposed by
Batanov and Vongdoiwang (2007): in which an object model consists of four kinds of entities was proposed: object/class, attributes/properties, methods/operations/functions and
relations/associations. In addition, they developed an algorithm that converts a text-based
description model of an object to an XML object model through several intermediate steps
[5]. Other studies are concerned with the mapping between ontology and the OO model.
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Evermann and Wand (2005) proposed a set of rules that set the foundation of mapping
between objects and an ontology including attributes, associations, composition and aggregation [12]. These works present effective mechanisms for modeling and mapping
objects. However, the resultant ontologies, from all of these studies, contain annotations
that describe the structure and the associations of objects. None of them defne fxed annotations that model any kind of knowledge. Therefore, different research domains will have
different object models and different descriptive ontologies. To the best of our knowledge,
a high level ontology that can model generic objects has not been reported in the literature.
Ontology was also used in many data source related applications, especially with online
data sources and databases. One of the applications was Knowledge Bus in which an
application-focused databases were generated from large ontologies such as Cyc and XSB
[35]. Also, an API interface was generated to give the users the ability to manipulate
the generated databases. Another study was presented by Gali, et al [14]. The authors
developed an algorithm for converting descriptive ontology into a relational database. This
algorithm created tables which correspond to ontology concepts. Then, relations had been
established to specify concepts’ associations. Furthermore, a similar work was established
by Sebestyenova [36] where ontologies were converted not only to a relational database,
but also to an OO one. The established databases were used in decision support systems.
These models are very suitable for dealing with data sources. However, the outcome of
these mechanisms is always descriptive. Because of this, handling and combining data
sources from different research domains have become a very diffcult task. Moreover, none
of these works defne a robust model that can be extended to work with new data sources
5

that may be introduced in the future. In this paper, we are addressing these problems
by defning a standardized high level operational ontology. This ontology can be used to
model and combine knowledge form any research domain. Also, this ontology can be
extended to include new technologies such as new database engine, without the need for
any change in the core concepts.

6

CHAPTER 3
RESHARE ONTOLOGY FRAMEWORK

In this chapter, the annotations of ReShare framework are presented. The annotations
are mainly divided into seven correlated categories: Generic object, data source, data binding, operation, workfow, visualization and visualization channel. Figures 3.1, 3.3 and 3.4
show the annotations that defnes the framework while fgure 3.2 shows a detailed description of the object and data type properties.

Figure 3.1
The main annotations in the ReShare ontology framework.
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Figure 3.2
Object and data property matrices.
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3.1

Generic Object Model
In order to model a generic object for all objects used in any problem, we employed the

software OO ideology in our framework. This ideology is generic, robust, dynamic, simply
designed and easily understood. The annotation “object”, shown in Figure 3.1, works as
the parent for all other instances derived from it. Objects can be associated with one or
more “DataBinding”, “Operation” and/or “Visualization”. Operations are used to defne
annotations for a function that can be performed on objects. DataBindings describe the
mechanism of binding the object with one or more data sources. Visualizations specify the
techniques through which objects are visualized. “DataBinding”, “Operation” and “Visualization” annotations will be discussed in details later in this chapter. Objects can be of
different types (value, collection or compound). First, value type is a variable that can hold
a primitive value such as string, integer, boolean ... etc. Another object type is a collection
that describes a set of elements and it can be from different data structures (array, linkedlist, queue, stack, tree ... etc). In the collection, we can identify the “ItemType” which is
an instance of the object annotation, e.g., we can model a collection of values, a collection
of compound objects or a collection of collections. Finally, compound object represents a
domain-based object that contains several items, each can be any of the types mentioned
above. The main motivation behind using the software OO ideology, herein, is its robustness. Any change to the object model will not require a lot of adaptation. For example, if
we have a collection of compound objects and we add a new feld to the compound object,
then the only required adaptation is adding new annotations for the new feld. Afterwards,
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the change will take effect in place, and the collection will contain the compound object’s
new design without any change to its annotations or associations.
In Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 a sample model of a student is presented to demonstrate the
object model. This student has three value-type attributes: {StudentID, StudentFirstName,
StudentLastName}, one compound object {StudentAddress} and one collection of courses
{StudentCourses}. The courses that are taken by that student are compound objects. Also,
the address of the student is a compound object that consists of six value-type attributes:
{Country, State, City, Street, Building, Zipcode}. Likewise, Course is a compound object
and it has four value-type attributes: {CourseName, CourseCode, CourseHours, Grade}.
This high-level and easy-to-use structure provides the required robustness for the system
where we can simply modify the objects during run-time. For example, we can add felds
to the student such as (nationality, registration date ... etc). This change will not affect the
system and will not require any change to the core system. On the contrary, we only need
to add bindings for the new felds and it will be bound to the original felds.

3.2

Operation Model
The proposed operation model represents a generic function that takes a collection of

parameters and returns an object (value, collection or compound) as an output. Operations
can be of different categories such as read, insert, update, delete, operational, analytical
...etc. The operation source code can be written in any coding language (C++, C#, Java,
Matlab ... etc). Operations can take a collection of objects as parameters. This collection
of the parameters can be defned using the same object models discussed previously in
10

Table 3.1
Student object
Object attributes
Valuetype attributes
SubType accessibility SubType
Value
StudentID
ValueType
public
integer
1
StudentFirstName ValueType
public
String
’John’
StudentLastName ValueType
public
integer
’Smith’
Object attributes
Collection attributes
SubType accessibility SubType ItemType
StudentCourses
Collection
public
Array
Course
Object attributes
Compound attributes
SubType accessibility
StudentAddress Compound
public
Item

Table 3.2
Student address object
Object attributes
SubType accessibility
Country ValueType
public
State
ValueType
public
City
ValueType
public
Street
ValueType
public
Building ValueType
public
ZipCode ValueType
public
Item

Valuetype attributes
SubType
Value
string
’United States’
string
’CA’
string
’Los Angeles’
string
’1419 Westwood Blvd’
string
43
integer
90024

Table 3.3
Student object
Object attributes
SubType accessibility
CourseName ValueType
public
CourseCode ValueType
public
CourseHours ValueType
public
Grade
ValueType
public
Item

11

Valuetype attributes
SubType
Value
string
’Intro to Algorithms’
string
’CSE4833’
integer
4
integer
93

section 3.1. Although parameters can be defned through the ontology, some parameters
can also be given by the user at run-time.

Figure 3.3
The data source model annotations.

3.3

Data Source Model
The proposed data source model, shown in Figure 3.3, is extendable, easy to use and

gives the ability for on-the-fy dynamic data binding. All data sources will be handled
through one root node “DataSource”. Data sources can be of different types such as “FileDataSource”, “NetworkDataSource”, “DatabaseDataSource” or it can be any data source
nodes added for future use. Moreover, using the operation scheme (discussed in section
3.2), we can defne all the operations that are required to give an interface for that data
source. Operations can be of any type: Read, Write, Update or Delete. Multiple operations of each type can also be defned. For example, we can defne two operations to
read a student’s record from the database. The frst operation flters students by their ID
12

while the other one flters them by their name. Each sub-node can defne its own data
properties. For an instance, “DatabaseDataSource” has two data properties {EngineType,
ConnectionString}. Likewise, “FileDataSource” also has two data properties {FilePath,
SourceFormat}. This model can easily be extended. Whenever a new data source is added,
we only have to plug it in a suitable location in the data sources tree and defne the operations that allowing the system to extract and manipulate data to/from it.

3.4

Data Binding Model
In this section, we will discuss the binding between the object model and the data

sources. The data binding model consists of two main concepts “DataBinding” and “Data
bindConversion”.
Data binding relates objects to a certain data source and defnes the operations which
need to be called from the data source in order to extract and manipulate the corresponding
data. Also, each data binding can defne a specifc unit. Using the unit and the data bind
conversion annotations, we can combine and compare data from different data sources.
For example, we can compare the temperature of two materials, each one is stored in a
different data source and each has its own different unit. Moreover, since we can associate
data bindings with specifc object models or items of the object models, we can partially
bind objects from different data sources and combine the results to create complete objects.
Since data can be bound from different data sources, conversion mechanisms are required to determine the relation between data entries that refers to the same entity, but is
represented by using different formats or units. Databind Conversion is used to specify
13

this relation. For example, a conversion node can defne the rate between two temperature
entities such as Celsius and Fahrenheit. Also, another node can defne how to convert a student grade from 100-value-based format to letter-value-based format. In this case, we can
defne an operation that can carry out the conversion such as an operation that will take the
100-value-based grade and convert it to letter-value-based through specifying each latter
range and the thresholds that defne a start and an end for that range.
In Tables 3.4 and 3.5, a demonstrative example is presented to show how objects
can be bound with different data sources on-the-fy. Student object (see section 3.1) will
be bound with two different databases and a text fle. The frst database, “StudentDB”,
contains data for most of the felds in the Student, Course and Address objects. For the sake
of demonstration, the Course’s feld, “Hours”, is stored in a different database (SQLite1 ).
The fltering has been done using the course ID as a mapping condition between the data
extracted from the two different databases. Likewise, the grades of students are extracted
from the text fle where student ID and course code have been used as a flter for the data.

3.5

Workfow Model
A study may include a number of workfows, each represents a certain experiment.

Each workfow may consist of many steps and these steps can be sequential or concurrent. In order to satisfy these requirements, two annotations were used (“WorkFlow” and
“Process”). A workfow will start from certain processes, and a dependency diagram is
determined by specifying each process’s prerequisites and its next processes. Each process
executes an operation designed according to the operation model and returns an object
1

SQLite is a software library that implements transactional SQL database engine. http://www.sqlite.org/
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Table 3.4
Three different data sources for student’s object.

Item

SubType

StudentDB

Database

attributes
attribute
EngineType
ConnectionString

CourseDB

Database

grades.txt

File

EngineType
ConnectionString
Path
SourceFormat

Value
’SQLServer’
’Data Source=.\SQLEXPRESS;Attach
DbFilename=...’
’SQLite’
’Data Source=CourseDB;...’
’D:\...\grades.txt’
’txt’

Table 3.5
Mapping between student object and data sources.

Object
Student

Address

Courses

Field

StudentDB
ID
X
FirstName
X
LastName
X
Name
X
State
X
City
X
Street
X
Building
X
ZipCode
X
Country
X
Code
X
Hours
Grade

15

Data Source
CourseDB Grades.txt

X
X

(value, collection or compound). This object can be fed as an input for the next process.
Also, processes can visualize their results using external visualization engines.

3.6

Visualization Model

Figure 3.4
The annotations that describe the visualization model.

The Object model, presented in section 3.1, is designed according to the software OO
methodology to allow a generic modeling. As a result, the visualization should take into
consideration that generic nature of the object. The visualization model, shown in Figure 3.4, is built in a very interactive and dynamic way. Also, this model can be extendable
to include any visualizations and visualization channels that will be added for future use.
All visualizations will be handled through one root node “Visualization”. Visualizations
can be of different types such as “ParallelCoordinates”, “3DScatterPlot” or “ExternalImage”. Each visualization can have one or more channels. Visualization channels include
annotations for shape, size and color channels and visualization properties are also defned
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in the ontology. Both parallel coordinates and 3D scatter plot visualization techniques are
discussed in detail in chapter 4.2.

17

CHAPTER 4
DYNAMIC VISUALIZATION

Multivariate visualization is a very challenging task. There is a high demand for effective multivariate visualizations since a huge amount of multivariate data exists. In this
chapter, two different visualization techniques (3D scatter plot and parallel coordinates)
are presented and compared. These visualizations are implemented in an interactive way
to allow the user to gain full control on what and how to do the visualization. Also, several
different visualization channels are used to support this task such as color maps, shape
and size to enhance the visualization. Moreover, several trend detection mechanisms are
also implemented to allow the user to understand the correlation between different data
dimensions.

4.1

3D scatter plot
Scatter plots are effective visualization tools which are used to visualize discrete data

in the Cartesian space. 2D scatter plots represent the relation between two variables (x,y)
in a data set. Figure 4.1a shows an example of a 2D scatter plot of age values of a husband
compared to his wife. It can be inferred from this plot that the age relation between married
couples tends to be linear, i.e., both wife and husband are of the same age. On the other
hand, 3D scatter plots are extended from the 2D ones where we can compare three different
18

variables together in one 3D Cartesian space (x,y,z). For example, in Figure 4.1b, sales
data are visualized by using 3D scatter plot. This plot can be used to fnd the relation
between the sales values, year of sales and cost.

Figure 4.1
Examples of scatter plot with 2 and 3 Dimensions.

The main disadvantage of scatter plots is their limitation to visualize a large number
of variables. In this section, an interactive extension of the 3D scatter plot is presented
to overcome the limitations of the static scatter plots. In order to increase the number of
control variables, an extra scale variable with several visualization channels is used. Also,
the user can dynamically bind each visualization channel with any of the variables which
considerably increases the number of effective plots that can be extracted from the data.
19

Note, all of the following examples are built using the vapor-grown carbon nanofber
(VGCNF)/vinyl ester (VE) nanocomposites dataset (described in chapter 5.4).

4.1.1

Visualization Channels

4.1.1.1

Size Channel

First, size channel can be bound with a certain variable and, therefore, different values
can be visualized with different point sizes. Figure 4.2 shows the effective use of the size
channel to visualize different values of the VGCNF Weight Fraction variable at different
points in the space. The user can dynamically specify the minimum and the maximum
sizes of the values which are linearly normalized using equation 4.1. The normalization
step returns a value between the range [0,1]. Then, this value is mapped to the new range
using equation 4.2.
xnorm =

x − V armin
V armax − V armin

xscaled = xnorm · (N ewRangemax − N ewRangemin ) + N ewRangemin

4.1.1.2

(4.1)
(4.2)

Color Channel

Second, color channel is a very important visualization channel in visualizing both
discrete and continuous variables. Three different color maps were developed and each
map suits a certain variable type.
1. Single Colored maps: In these maps, a range of intensities between a color and the
white color is developed. Using the HSB model, the user can specify a certain color,
and a range of colors is built.
2. Double Colored maps: This one is the same as the previous one, but it uses doubled
colors interface. Instead of using a gradual change from white to the selected color,
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Figure 4.2
The effect of using the size visualization channel.

the user can choose two colors and the system generates the range of colors between
them. This type of color maps is very effective to visualize variables with both
negative and positive values such as Temperature. In such variables, the use of single
color map is not effective and does not represent the range of values.
3. Custom Color maps: In this map, the user can select colors and build a map from
these colors. The custom color map is very effective to visualize nominal variables.
Figure 4.3 provides an illustration of the three color maps to visualize the VGCNF
Weight Fraction variable.

4.1.1.3

Shape Channel

Third, Shape map is another effective visual channel which represents nominal Values.
The user can dynamically bind values to certain shapes. Figure 4.4 shows an example of a
shape map used to visualize different Mixing Methods.
Finally, Figure 4.5 represents a variation of visualization channels used to visualize the
dataset.
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Figure 4.3
The effect of using different color maps.

Figure 4.4
The effect of using shape maps.
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Figure 4.5
The effect of using different visualization channels simultaneously.

4.1.2

Data Trend Analysis

Data trend is the direction in which the data points tend to change by time. Finding the
trend of the data is a very important and challenging task. Trend can be used to understand
the hidden patterns in the data, fnd associations between variables and/or predict new data
points based on the existing ones. In this model, the time scale can be replaced by any
other variable which helps in studying how the data will behave when one of the variables
is changing. At any given time, the user can show the data points at a previous scale values
and can highlight the current ones as well (see Figure 4.6).
The main concept in fnding the data trend is clustering. The user can defne the desired
number of clusters and then, at each scale value, the data is divided into a set of clusters
of which the trend is calculated. Figure 4.7 shows the trend of the data set with respect
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Figure 4.6
Visualize different data points from different scale values.

to the temperature scale. Also, the user can hide data points to only study the data trend.
Figure 4.8 shows a calculated trend on the same data set using two clusters.
Two different algorithms were developed to fnd the data trend:
• Cluster Based: This algorithm goes through the following steps:
1. The user specifes the number of clusters (number of trends).
2. If the number of clusters is 1, then there is no need for clustering:
(a) At each scale value, the average coordinates (x,y,z) are calculated.
(b) The data trend is a set of arrows that connects these averages.
3. If the number of clusters is greater than 1:
(a) At each scale value, the data points are divided into clusters using the
Cmeans clustering algorithm provided by the vtk [1].
(b) Then for each cluster, the average coordinates (x,y,z) are calculated.
(c) The clusters’ averages are connected using one of the linking methods
described later in this section.
• Variable Based: To overcome the problems resulted from linking clusters in different
scale values, a variable based approach is proposed. In this approach, the user selects
a variable and the data points will be clustered based on that variable regardless to the
number of clusters. Each value from the selected variable will represent a cluster.
Figure 4.9 shows the use of variable based trend on the same data set and scale
variable. It is clearly observed that this approach can accurately fnd the data trend.
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Figure 4.7
Data trend on data points with respect to temperature as a scale variable.

Figure 4.8
Data trend on data points with respect to temperature using two clusters.
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Figure 4.9
Data trend using variable based approach.

Figure 4.10
Different linking methods are used to connect clusters centers.
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Figure 4.11
Random linking compared to closest linking with data trends using 5 clusters.

4.1.2.1

Linking Methods:

At each scale value a set of points (represent the center of each cluster) are calculated.
However, there is no prior knowledge on which point from the frst scale value will be
connected to which point from the second and so forth. Two different linking methods
were developed to connect these points:
1. Random Linking: Herein, the points are connected based on the order of the clusters (which is random). Therefore, this algorithm may not always show the desired
results (see Figure 4.10).
2. To Closest Linking: In this method, the clusters’ centers from one scale value are
connected to the closest ones in the next scale value. The method is useful to overcome the random selection. However, linking to the closest point does not necessary
means that both points belongs to the same trend, especially when using a larger
number of clusters (see Figure 4.11).

4.2 Parallel Coordinates
Parallel coordinates visualization is a multivariate visualization in which a set of parallel axes represents a set of variables and each of the data points are visualized using a
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line between these axes. Different variations of parallel coordinates can be found in [8]. In
this section, parallel coordinates with dynamic color maps and data binding is presented.
The same color visualization channel, presented in section 4.1.1.2, is applied to the parallel
coordinates to enhance the readability of the data points. Figure 4.12 shows an example
of the parallel coordinates applied on the dataset. The color map herein is also bound to
a certain variable. Moreover, the order of the coordinates can be changed dynamically to
examine the direct relation between two specifc variables.

Figure 4.12
Parallel coordinates with a custom color maps.
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CHAPTER 5
CASE STUDIES

In this chapter, a research experiment conducted by AbuOmar et al. [2] is modeled
using the proposed ReShare annotations.This example will help to understand the correlation and associations between all categories of annotations discussed in section 3.6. In
this chapter, the experiment is briefy described in terms of experimental design, the corresponding ReShare model is built and the outcome of this experiment is shown. Moreover,
in order to study the robustness of ReShare, the data model is combined with a different model from different experiments in the same feld [42, 24]. Then, results from the
extended model are also shown in this chapter.

5.1

Experimental Design
The effect of fve input design factors on the viscoelastic properties (storage, loss modu-

lus and tan delta) of VGCNF/VE nanocomposites were investigated using a general mixedlevel full factorial experimental design [29]. These carefully selected factors, based on the
state-of-the-art formulation and processing procedures, included:
1. VGCNF type (designated as A),
2. use of a dispersing agent (B),
3. mixing method (C),
4. VGCNF weight fraction in parts per hundred parts of resin (phr) (D), and
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5. the temperature (E) used in dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) testing.

Experimental design factors and their associated levels are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1
The experimental design factors and their levels
Factor designation

Factors

A
VGCNF type
B
Use of dispersing agent
C
Mixing method
D
VGCNF weight fraction (phrc )
E
Temperature (o C)
a
Ultrasonication
b
High-shear mixing
c
Parts per hundred parts of resin

1
Pristine
Yes
USa
0.00
30o C

Level
2
3
4
Oxidized
No
HSb
HS/US
0.25
0.50
0.75
60o C
90o C 120o C

5
1.00
-

A total of 2 × 2 × 3 × 5 × 4 = 240 “treatment combinations” (different combinations
of the factor levels in Table 5.1) were randomized to eliminate bias in preparing the specimens. Each treatment combination resulted in three specimens prepared from the same
material batch [32, 31]. Each specimen was tested using a dynamic mechanical analyzer
(single cantilever/fexure mode) to measure average storage modulus, loss modulus, and
tan delta for each treatment combination. Storage and loss modulus are dynamic mechanical properties and they are indicative of the polymer nanocomposite’s stiffness and energy
dissipation capability, respectively [2]. The detailed description of the experimental design
along with the corresponding statistical analysis were thoroughly explained in [31].
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5.2

ReShare Model
Herein, the overall experiment model consists of two concurrent workfows: principal

component analysis (PCA)[22] followed by fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering[6], and a
self-organizing map (SOM) study [23]. Both workfows use the same dataset, and they are
applied on the same object model. Therefore, we will combine them into one workfow
with two separate process sequences.

5.2.1

Object Model

The objects in this experiment belong to two categories:
1. Main Object: the model, used for this experiment, consists of 8 dimensions and both
PCA and SOM take a set of records of that model. Therefore, the main object in
our model (VGCNF) is a collection of compound objects (fgure 5.1). VGCNF has
eight items and it is bound to a data source through the data binding model described
below. Detailed description of the VGCNF object is presented in Table 5.1.
2. Auxiliary Objects: few secondary objects were modeled to assist the execution of
the model. First, VGCNF Read Parameters is a collection used as an input for the
GetVGCNF operation (fgure 5.1). It contains one ValueType item that stores the
dataset physical location. PCA Dim List (fgure 5.2) is another collection which
is used to store the output of the PCA operation. PCA is an analytical study that
converts N -dimensional data into M dimensions (where M < N ). However, for
easier visualization purposes, PCA was used to represent the data in 2 dimensional
space. PCA Dim List has two items, each of them stores the value of one dimension. In Figure 5.3, we have three more auxiliary objects. PCA CAVS Parameters
encapsulates the VGCNF collection and provides it as an input to the PCA CAVS
operation. Similarily, SOM CAVS Parameters encapsulates the collection and provides it as an input to the SOM CAVS operation.Finally, FCM CAVS Parameters
provides the PCA Dim List, resulted from the PCA, and the number of clusters to
the FCM CAVS operation.

5.2.2

Data Source and Data Binding Model

The dataset, used in this experiment, is stored as a text fle. We defned this data
source as an instance of the “FileDataSource” and associated it with a data binding and
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Table 5.2
VGCNF object

Object attributes
SubType accessibility
VGCNF Type
ValueType
public
Use of Dispersing Agent ValueType
public
Mixing Method
ValueType
public
VGCNF Weight Fraction ValueType
public
Temperature
ValueType
public
Storage Modulus
ValueType
public
Loss Modulus
ValueType
public
Tan Delta
ValueType
public
Item

Valuetype attributes
SubType
integer
integer
integer
double
double
double
double
double

Figure 5.1
VGCNF object and its data source and data binding model.
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Figure 5.2
PCA parameters object model.

a read operation’s annotations. The data binding ontology describes how the GetVGCNF
operation will be executed on the data source in order to extract a collection of VGCNF’s
compound object (fgure 5.1).

5.2.3

Workfow and Operation Model

We mainly have one workfow that starts with two separate process sequences: PCA
followed by FCM and SOM. Also, we have a set of operations for reading the dataset
and calling the experiment’s functions. PCA, FCM and SOM were originally written in
Matlab. Without any change to the original source code, we used a C# code (PCA CAVS,
FCM CAVS and SOM CAVS respectively) that calls the Matlab engine, passes the corresponding parameters, executes the functions and returns their outcome to our model.
The fnal results are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. Note, the images, in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5,
were generated by the Matlab R2012a engine, then exported and displayed in our test bed
on-the-fy. These results matched with the original experiment results in [2]. In addition,
Figures 5.1 through 5.5 are taken from our test bed.
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Figure 5.3
Experiment workfow and dependency between its processes.

5.2.4

Visualization Model

Two visualization nodes (Scatter Plot and Parallel Coordinates) are linked to the VGCNFList collection. Both visualizations extract the VGCNF’s dimensions and dynamically
loads it data through the data binding model.

5.3

Model Extension
It was suggested that the experimental design of the previous material sciences case

study can be expanded by including more factors (inputs) and responses in the framework
to study the comprehensive and unifed mechanical characterization of VGCNF after introducing these variables. This includes curing environment, high shear mixing time (min),
sonication time (min) as new inputs and true ultimate strength (MPa), true yield strength
(MPa), engineering elastic modulus (GPa), engineering ultimate strength (MPa), fexural
modulus (GPa) and fexural strength (MPa) as new responses [42, 24]. This expansion will
only require adding nine value type nodes to the VGCNF object. Then, the same exact
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Figure 5.4
Visualized FCM results.

Figure 5.5
Visualized SOM results.
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data binding model can be used to bind the object model with the data fle that contains the
newly added dimensions in the framework. The extended model is shown in fgure 5.6.

Figure 5.6
Extended VGCNF object including dimensions from new data sets.

5.4

Evaluation
The most important issue which needs to be addressed in the evaluation is the ro-

bustness of ReShare. How will the system react to any future adjustment in the objects’
model? Any change in the object model (adding, editing and deleting dimensions) will
not affect the system’s functional behavior. In the previous related work [5, 12, 37, 38],
any change in the object model would require building the ontology from scratch. For
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instance, VGCNF was extended very easily by adding new dimensions and linking it to
the proper data set. This extension did not require any modifcations to any other part of
the model (workfow, process, operations and visualizations). Also, in the previous studies, the authors generated a descriptive ontology. Therefore, it would be a diffcult task to
combine models from different research experiments. Using the proposed model in this
paper, any change in model(s) that describe the experiment(s) will only require few modifcations, and no change is required in the core ontology. Likewise, combining models
from different research experiments has become easy to perform since we only need to
combine dimensions and adjust the data binding model. Particularly, if the newly added
VGCNF inputs and responses mentioned earlier in the expanded case study were utilized
in a separate experimental model, then this model can be easily combined with the previous model (before adding the new dimensions) by linking the nodes from both objects to
a single object model and then link that object with the proper data source. Also, what if
a new technology is introduced? how will the system adapt to the new technologies? The
related work in the area of mapping between data sources and ontologies [14, 35, 36] have
proposed specifc mechanisms for certain data sources such as a database. If a new data
source is introduced in the future, these mechanisms will be no longer applicable. Therefore, researchers need to develop new ways to deal with these new types of potential data
sources. Moreover, none of these studies dealt with heterogeneous data sources. Thus, if
no robust framework is defned, it would be diffcult to combine the research studies on
the existing technologies with those of the new technologies. ReShare provides a solution
for this problem through the operation model. For example, if a new type of data source is
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introduced, only new annotations will be plugged into the data source ontology tree. Then,
suitable operations should be defned to deal with the new data source, and objects can be
bound to the new data source on-the-fy without changing the core of ReShare ontology
structure.
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CHAPTER 6
ONTOLOGY MATCHING

There is an enormous amount of descriptive ontologies that are available for public use
such as Cyc [25] and Scone [13]. In order to make use of these descriptive ontologies, an
effective conversion algorithm needs to be proposed. The input of this algorithm should
be a single descriptive ontology. Therefore, an ontology matching technique is required
to match several ontologies that describe the same concept. For example, there are many
existing ontologies for the concept “Person” and these ontologies need to be matched,
aligned and merged into a single descriptive ontology in order to convert it into ReShare’s
operational ontology model. Ontology matching is a process, applied on two ontologies,
that tries to fnd, for each term within one ontology (the source), the best matched term
in the second ontology (the destination). This problem can be approached using several
mechanisms based on: string normalization, string similarity, data-type comparison, linguistic methods, inheritance analysis, data analysis, graph-mapping, statistical analysis,
and taxonomy analysis [26]. A large number of ontology matchers have been put forth.
However, different ontology matchers behave differently when applied to various knowledge domains. Also, because of the generic nature of ReShare, the proposed ontology
matching should be robust enough to work effectively under all knowledge domains. In
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this chapter, a fusion model based on fuzzy measure and integral is presented. This model
aggregates results from several ontology matchers and proved to give the desired matching under different knowledge domain. Particularly, two methods for learning the fuzzy
measure (supervised and unsupervised) are discussed in this chapter.

6.1

Introduction
The fuzzy integral (FI), introduced by Sugeno [40], is a powerful tool for data fusion

and aggregation. The FI is defned with respect to a fuzzy measure (FM). The FM encodes
the worth of different subsets of sources. Successful uses of the FI include, to name a few,
multi-criteria decision making [15], image processing [41], or even in robotics [33].
It is well-known that different FMs lead the FI, specially the Choquet FI, to behave like
various operators (max, min, mean, etc.) [41]. In some applications, we can defne the
FM manually. However, in other settings, it might only be possible to defne the densities
(the measures on just the singletons) and a measure building technique is used, e.g., a SDecomposable measure such as the Sugeno λ-fuzzy measure. It is also very diffcult, if
possible at all, to specify a FM for relatively small N (number of inputs), as the lattice
already has 2N − 2 free parameters! (e.g., for N = 10 inputs, 210 − 2 = 1022 free
parameters). Also, input sources can be of different nature. For example, we may fuse
values from sensors with algorithms outcomes. In such problems, it is hard to determine
the importance of each input data source. Thus, many data-driven learning methods are
used to learn the measure. One method is to use a quadratic program (QP) to learn the
measure based on a given data set [15]. Although the QP is an effective approach to build
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the measure using a data set, its complexity is relatively high and it does not scale well
[27]. Other optimization techniques have been used to reduce the complexity and improve
performance, e.g., genetic algorithms (GA) [3]. In this chapter, two different FM are used
for the fusion. The frst is learned through a GA while the other is a measure of agreement
which based on ideas from crowd sourcing.

6.2

Related Work in Ontologies
A number of works have been put forth in the literature regarding combining several

ontology matching techniques. In [46], Wang et al. used Dempster Shafer theory (DST) to
combine results obtained from different ontology matchers. Each result is treated as a mass
function and combined using the Dempster’s Combination Rule. It is not clear that DST is
the most suitable ft because in DST one typically only has access to a limited amount of
evidence in different focal sets. However, the authors appear to have access to all information in the form of ontology term matching matrices. Other papers, such as [26, 45], have
used a GA to learn the weight of each matching algorithm for an operator like a weighted
sum. Herein, an improved set of constraint preserving GA (supervised) operators are put
forth and more powerful non-linear aggregation operator, the FI, is investigated. Moreover, although these works improve the reliability of matching by aggregating multiple
methods; these works used mechanisms (ftness functions) that depend on a reference ontology. Therefore, none of these methods are applicable when the reference ontology is
not available. Without the reference ontology, all existing aggregation methods fail to capture the importance of each individual matcher and would likely result in a less desirable
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performance. Thus, a unique way to measure agreement (unsupervised) can address this
gap. The claim is, if we cannot determine the worth of each matcher with respect to a
certain domain, then we look towards the agreement to help improve the robustness of an
approach. The question is how to do this for ontology matching?

6.3

Fuzzy Measure and Integral Foundations
For a non-empty fnite set of N input sources, X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xN }, the FM is a (set-

valued) function g : 2X → [0, 1]. The FM has three properties [16]:
1. g(∅) = 0, g(X) = 1 (boundary conditions),
2. For A, B ⊆ X, such that A ⊆ B, g(A) ≤ g(B) (the monotonicity constraint).
3. If An ∈ X and A1 ⊆ A2 ⊆ A3 ⊆ ... , then limn→∞ g(An ) = g(limn→∞ An ).
However, this property is not applicable in the case of fnite sets..
The FM can be discussed in terms of its corresponding lattice which is induced by the
monotonicity constraints. The value in each node in the lattice is the measure for a certain
subset of sources, i.e., the worth of a particular group. Figure 6.1 is an illustration of the
FM for N = 3.
The Sugeno λ-measure is one of the well-known and widely used FMs. In the λmeasure, several sources can be combined using the rule
g(A ∪ B) = g(A) + g(B) + λg(A)g(B),

(6.1)

where λ is calculated using the formula
λ+1=

N
Y

(1 + λg i ),

i=1
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λ > −1.

(6.2)

Figure 6.1
FM lattice for N = 3 and possible values for g({x1 , x3 }).

Data is aggregated using the FI based on the FM. The FI can take many forms, two of
which are of focus in our study. For a fnite set X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xN }, the discrete Sugeno
and Choquet FIs are
Z
h◦g =
Sugeno

Z
h◦g =
Choquet

N 
_


h(xπ(i) ) ∧ G(xπ(i) ) ,

(6.3)

i=1
N
X

h

i

h(xπ(i) ) G(xπ(i) ) − G(xπ(i−1) ) ,

(6.4)

i=1

where:
- h is the partial support function, h : X → [0, 1].
- h(xπ(i) ) is the evidence provided by source π(i) .
- π is a re-permutation function such that h(xπ(1) ) ≥ h(xπ(2) ) ≥ ... ≥ h(xπ(N ) ).
- The value G(xπ(i) ) = g({xπ(1) , xπ(2) , ..., xπ(i) }) is the measure of a set of information
sources.
- G(xπ(0) ) = 0.
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Note, the

R
Sugeno

h ◦ g is bounded between

N
V

h(xi ),

i=1

N
W


h(xi ) and their method is

i=1

often explained as “the best pessimistic agreement”.

6.4

Supervised Learning Using Genentic Algorithms
Many previous attempts exist to address constraint satisfaction in a GA. Typically, a

penalty function is used to reduce the ftness of solutions that violate constraints [28].
However, even if infeasible solutions are close to an ideal minimum, it is not clear why
or how to really balance the cost function to eventually help it converge to a quality valid
solution. In the FM, we have an exponentially increasing number of constraints in N . It
is a highly constrained problem. It is not likely that we will end up obtaining a valid FM
for such a heavy constrained problem (or that one such infeasible solution could simply be
made a quality feasible solution at the end). Therefore, penalty function strategy becomes
very risky to use and will restrain the search space. Many researchers avoid dealing with
the FM constraints by designing a GA that learn only the densities. Then, the rest of
the lattice is populated using a measure deriving technique such as the Sugeno λ-fuzzy
measure. However, a better solution would be to design a more intelligent set of GA
operators for the constraints in a FM. In this case, we can effciently search just the valid
FM space and operate on valid FMs. Since all chromosomes in a population are always
valid (started and remained valid by using our crossover and mutation operators), we did
not have to modify the selection process. Only crossover and mutation need be defned to
preserve the monotonicity constraints.
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6.4.1

Constraint Preserving Crossover for the FM

In this subsection, a new GA crossover operation is described to preserves the monotonicity property of the FM. First, g(∅) and g(X) need not be considered as they are 0 and
1 by defnition. It is the remaining 2N − 2 lattice elements that we are concerned with. In
order to ensure a valid FM after crossover, we decompose the FM into a set of interval relations that present the allowable bounds for crossover. For example, consider a set {x1 , x3 }
of sources, {x1 } and {x3 }, such that g({x1 }) = a, g({x3 }) = b and g({x1 , x3 }) = c. We
know from the FM that max(a, b) ≤ c. Figure 6.1 illustrates the valid interval ranges that
a, b and c can possess in order to remain a valid (credible) FM.
Defnition 1 (Intersected and non-inclusive intervals). Let d = [d1 , d2 ], e = [e1 , e2 ]
be two intervals such that d ∩ e =
6 ∅. Let d be the smaller of the two intervals, i.e.,
d2 − d1 < e2 − e1 . If d1 ≤ e1 or d2 ≥ e2 then we call d and e intersected and non-inclusive
intervals.
Note, this property is needed herein in order to identify candidate chromosomes to
perform crossover on.
Defnition 2 (Random density crossover). Let g1 and g2 be two FMs. Let ↔ denote the
random selection and swapping of one density from g1 , b1 = g1 (xi ), and g2 , b2 = g2 (xj ),
where i,j are random numbers in {1, 2, .., N }.
Note, by itself, ↔ does not guarantee a valid FM.
Defnition 3 (Repair operator for ↔). Let ⇔ (explained in Prop 1) denotes an operation to repair a violation of the monotonicity constraint caused by ↔.
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Even though we discuss crossover of densities (↔), ⇔ has the result which impacts
multiple layers in the FM. As such, while we only cross two densities, we are in fact
changing many values in a FM. It is important to note that our ⇔ makes use of existing
values in the FM to repair any violations in the other FM. This means no “new” information
is injected. The values in two FMs are swapped rather (in the classical theme of crossover).

Figure 6.2
Two FMs with possible range conditions for swapping values across measures.

Proposition 1: Let g1 and g2 be two FMs with N input sources and let the measure on
the densities {{x1 }, {x2 }, ..., {xN }} be {g11 , g12 , ..., g1N } and {g21 , g22 , ..., g2N } respectively.
π (1)

Furthermore, let each measure be sorted individually such that g1 1
π (N )

g1 1

π (1)

and g2 2

π (2)

≤ g2 2

π (N )

≤ ... ≤ g2 2

π (2)

≤ g1 1

≤ ... ≤

where π1 ,π2 are re-permutation functions.

Furthermore, we make the assumption that each corresponding sorted sub-interval is intersected and non-inclusive between g1 and g2 (Def.1). Then, all admissible ↔ (Def.2),
followed by ⇔ (Def.3), operations are guaranteed not to violate the FM monotonicity
property.
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Proof: This proposition is proved by considering all possible enumerable cases. First, we
divide the problem into identical sub-problems, and we prove the proposition for the case
of one interval pair. Next, this single case is extended to the case of multiple corresponding
interval pairs.
π (1)

π (N )

First, g1 and g2 are individually sorted. Then, the intervals [g1 1 , g1 1
π (N )

g2 2

π (3)

π (1)

π (1)

] and [g2 2 ,
π (2)

π (2)

] are divide into sub-intervals, each with two sources i.e., {[g1 1 , g1 1 ],[g1 1 ,
π (N −1)

g1 1 ], ..., [g1 1

π (N )

, g1 1

π (1)

π (2)

π (2)

π (3)

π (N −1)

]} and {[g2 1 , g2 1 ],[g2 1 , g2 1 ], ..., [g2 1

π (N )

, g2 1

]}. Next,

we look at the case of a single corresponding interval pair between g1 and g2 . Let a1 =
π (1)

π (2)

π (1)

g 1 1 , b 1 = g 1 1 , a2 = g 2 2

π (2)

and b2 = g2 2 . Since [a1 , b1 ], [a2 , b2 ] are intersected and

non-inclusive intervals (Def.1), then we have two cases (see Figure 6.2):
a2 ≤ a1 ≤ b2 ≤ b1

(6.5)

a1 ≤ a2 ≤ b1 ≤ b2

(6.6)

For case 6.5, there are four admissible crossover operations:
(1) a1 ↔ a2 : no need to swap c1 and c2 and the new intervals are [a2 , b1 ], [b1 , c1 ] and
[a1 , b2 ], [b2 , c2 ].
(2) a1 ↔ b2 : Since b2 ≤ b1 , the new intervals are [b2 , b1 ], [b1 , c1 ] and [a2 , a1 ], [a1 , c2 ]. No
need to swap c1 and c2 .
(3) b1 ↔ a2 : Swap c1 ⇔ c2 . The new intervals are [a2 , a1 ], [a1 , c2 ] and [b2 , b1 ], [b1 , c1 ].
(4) b1 ↔ b2 : Swap c1 ⇔ c2 . The new intervals are [a1 , b2 ], [b2 , c2 ] and [a2 , b1 ], [b1 , c1 ].
Case 6.6 is proved the same way i.e., perform ↔ then check the resulted intervals and
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apply ⇔ when required. Because ↔ is applied on one density in each FM, the proof of the
frst sub-interval case is easily generalized to the other cases.
Since Def.1 holds, we randomly select one density in g1 to be swapped with a randomly
swapped density in g2 . Then, ⇔ is iteratively repeated up the lattice to fx all violations
resulting from the ↔ operator. At each layer in the lattice, which means for all measure
values on sets of equal cardinality, intervals are compared and ⇔ is applied when required.

6.4.2

Constraints Preserving Mutation

In mutation, a random value in the lattice will be changed. In order not to violate the
monotonicity constraint, the new value of a randomly selected node should be greater than
or equal to the maximum measure of the nodes coming into it and less than or equal to
the minimum measure of those it goes into at the next layer. This is the only required
modifcation to the traditional mutation by restricting the new value between a minimum
and maximum thresholds. The new bounds can be defned as
"
gm (C) ∈

#
_

g(A),

A⊆C

6.4.3

^

g(B)

(6.7)

C⊆B

Genetic Algorithm Implementation

The genetic algorithm used in the section go through the following steps:
• Encoding: Each chromosome is a vector of [0,1]-valued numbers that map lexographically to a FM e.g., (g1 , g2 , ..., gN , g1,2 , ..., g1,...,N −1 ). The length of a chromosome is 2N − 2 (where there are N similarity matching algorithms).
• Fitness Function: Semantic precision and recall are widely used to evaluate the performance of ontology matching algorithms [11].They are an information retrieval
metrics [43] that have been used for ontology matching evaluation since 2002 [9].
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Fmeasure is a compound metric that can refect both precision and recall, and it is
given by the formula:
F measure =

2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
,
precision + recall

(6.8)

|A ∩ R|
,
A

(6.9)

where precision is given by:
precision =
and recall is given by:
|A ∩ R|
,
(6.10)
R
R is the reference ontology and A is the alignment resulted from the matching technique. First, the most ftted chromosome (FM) is used with the FI to calculate A.
Then, A is used in computing precision and recall. Lastly, Fmeasure is obtained
from the resulted precision and recall. The goal of our GA is to maximize the Fmeasure. We linearly scaled the plot (Fig 6.4) to aid visual display.
recall =

• Initialization: A population of size 100 is initialized using random numbers that
preserve the fuzzy measure properties.
• Crossover: Crossover is performed in two phases. The frst phase checks the intersection property between the parents’ chromosomes so they will result in a valid
offspring. The second phase performs Def.2 and 3.
• Selection: We adopted traditional roulette wheel selection.
• Stop condition: A maximum number of iterations is used as the stopping condition.

6.4.4

Experimental Results and Evaluation

Several tests were conducted on the I3 CON [21] data set. We compared the performance of our tool with existing tools using the precision, recall and Fmeausre (see fgures
6.5a, 6.5b, 6.5c). Although our approach gives lower precision than FOAM, FALCON
and SMOA individually, it gives a better Fmeasure. This occurs because we combine
several results which reduce precision but increase recall considerably. Our tool provides
a precision of 1 if and only if the precision of all combined sources is 1. Also, our tool
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tends to give better results than GOALS. GOALS uses an OWA operator to combine results
from different matchers. We conducted two experiments on the ”AnimalsA.owl” and ”AnimalsB.owl” using different OWAs. With an OW A = [0.3, 0.4, 0.3] (OW A = [0.7, 0.2, 0.1]
respectively) we get an Fmeasure of 0.8571 (0.875 respectively) while our tool returns a
value of 0.8936. Inconsiderate (underestimated or overestimated) selection of OWA values
dose affect the performance of the system. Since different matchers give different results
on different domains, it is diffcult to choose the optimal selection of OWA that gives the
best results. Our system solves this problem by using the GA to learn the weights. We can
learn an OWA if its needed, or any other aggregation operators, but it does not need to be
decided up front.
Also, fgures 6.3a, 6.3b and 6.3c show the convergence of the GA using 10,20, and 30
iterations with crossover rate of 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3. Each graph is the average ftness value of
the population at each iteration. We also report, at each x-location, the full range bounds
(max and min). By comparing the results from different confgurations, we found that a
10% crossover rate with 10 iterations was enough to achieve the desired results herein.
With such confgurations, the GA reached convergence with minimal computational effort. Also, we found that the range bounds decreases, which refects convergence over
time. Moreover, we found that all of the plots decrease at some point. This is caused
by mutation where we are exploring a bigger space which may not have a high ftness
value. To determine the performance of the constraint preserving crossover, we conducted
two studies. Study 1 shows the average number of chromosomes that have a valid interval property (see fgures 6.4a, 6.4b, 6.4c). This refects the applicability of our crossover
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model. We notice that the average number of suitable mates tend to decrease at each iteration. This happens because chromosomes will converge more at each iteration and will
likely violate the interval property. Study 2 is conducted on the average number of attempts
to fnd a suitable mate to crossover with (see fgures 6.4d, 6.4e, 6.4f). We found that this
number tends to increase on average at each iteration because fewer chromosomes will
have a valid interval property. Thus, we have a lesser chance to fnd a valid candidate pair
and the number of attempts increases.

6.5

Unsupervised Learning Using Crowd Sourcing

6.5.1

Measure of Agreement

In [44] we proposed a FM of agreement between N interval-valued inputs. That work
was extended in [18] to overcome a natural bias with respect to the length of intervals.
Herein, we consider the extension of this FM, g AG , for ontology matchers. The result of
an ontology matcher is a matrix of similarity values. Specifcally, we put forth a similarity
calculation based on the population standard deviation. It computes agreement between
multiple ontology matchers in the context of g AG .
A number of works have been put forth in the literature of distance and similarity indices. A recent survey is presented in [7]. However, these measures compute the similarity
between two objects only. In our case, we have a set of N input sources. Each one represents a (l ∗ h) matrix resulted from a matching algorithm where l (h respectively) is the
number of terms in the source (destination respectively) ontology. Herein, we need to calculate the similarity between all combinations of sources, i.e., between multiple matrices.
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Figure 6.3
Analysis of GA behavior and performance for different parameters.
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Figure 6.4
Average number of chromosomes with a valid interval property.
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Figure 6.5
Ontology matching evaluation metrics: precision, recall, Fmeasure.

The population standard deviation is a statistical measure that shows the variation in
the values of elements in the population, compared to the population mean value. For a
population of M elements, Y = {y1 , y2 , ..., yM }, the population standard deviation is
v
u
M
u1 X
(yi − µ)2 ,
(6.11)
σ=t
M i=1
M
P

µ=

yi

i=1

M

.

(6.12)

Herein, σ is used to measure distance between two or more matrices. Specifcally, g AG
(a FM) is defned as

g AG (A0 ) = g AG (A1 ) = 0,
g

AG

(Ai ) =

i−1
_

i
_

dσ (Cπ(k1 ) , Cπ(k2 ) ) z2 +

k1 =1 k2 =k1 +1
i−2
_

i−1
_

i
_

dσ (Cπ(k1 ) , Cπ(k2 ) , Cπ(k3 ) ) z3 +

k1 =1 k2 =k1 +1 k3 =k2 +1

... + dσ (Cπ(1) , Cπ(2) , ..., Cπ(i) )zi ,
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i = [2 : N ], (6.13)

l P
h 
P

where dσ (Cπ(1) , Cπ(2) , ..., Cπ(i) ) =

q=1 j=1



1−σ Cπ(1) (q,j),Cπ(2) (q,j)...,Cπ(i) (q,j)

,

l∗h

such that A0 = ∅, Ai = {Cπ(1) , Cπ(2) , ..., Cπ(i) } is the permuted set of matrices such that
Ci is the matrix resulted from input source (matching algorithm) xi , zi is the weight of
each term such that z2 ≤ z3 ≤ ... ≤ zN (zi can take any value, such as

i
,
N

which puts

W
more importance on larger sets of sources), and max is used as a t-conorm ( ) operator.
Note, since the values are each matrix are in [0,1], σ is also bound in [0,1]. Therefore,
1 − σ ∈ [0, 1].
In [18] we proved that g AG is monotonic and non-decreasing. Also, in order to guarantee the boundary conditions (g(∅) = 0 and g(AN ) = 1), g AG is normalized by
g̃

AG

g AG (Ai )
(Ai ) = AG
.
g (AN )

(6.14)

The following two descriptions help to describe the inner workings of g̃ AG :
1. The worth of an individual is defned to be zero. The proposed measure of agreement
is based on groups of individuals and their consensus.
2. The agreement of a set of matchers includes the worth of all sub-combinations to
better characterize and account for all sub-agreement in the smaller groups.
For example, Let x1 , x2 , and x3 be ontology matchers and let C1 , C2 , and C3 be the ontology alignment matrices returned by each of the matchers. Furthermore, let dσ (C1 , C2 ) =
0.8, dσ (C1 , C3 ) = 0.3, dσ (C2 , C3 ) = 0.4, and dσ (C1 , C2 , C3 ) = 0.2. Then, g AG can be
calculated using Equation (6.13):
g AG (∅) = g AG (x1 ) = g AG (x2 ) = g AG (x3 ) = 0.
g AG ({x1 , x2 }) = max(g AG (x1 ), g AG (x2 )) ∗ 13 + dσ (C1 , C2 ) ∗

2
3

= 0.53.

Likewise, g AG ({x1 , x3 }) = 0.2, g AG ({x2 , x3 }) = 0.267, and g AG ({x1 , x2 , x3 }) =
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max(g AG (x1 ), g AG (x2 ), g AG (x3 )) ∗
x3 })) ∗ 23 + dσ (C1 , C2 , C3 ) ∗

3
3

1
3

+ max(g AG ({x1 , x2 }), g AG ({x1 , x3 }), g AG ({x2 ,

= 0.356 + 0.2 = 0.556.

Finally, using the normalization in Equation (6.13), g̃ AG is: g̃ AG (∅) = g˜AG (x1 ) = g˜AG (x2 )
= g̃ AG (x3 ) = 0, g̃ AG ({x1 , x2 }) = 0.953, g̃ AG ({x1 , x3 }) = 0.359, g̃ AG ({x2 , x3 }) = 0.48
and g̃ AG ({x1 , x2 , x3 }) = 1.

6.5.2

Experimental Results and Evaluation

In this section, several experiments were performed to show how the proposed technique behaves on different knowledge domains. We prefer the use of the I3 CON [21]
dataset over OAEI [20] for two reasons. First, I3 CON provides a set of ontologies from
diverse knowledge domains while OAEI focuses only on the bibliographic references domain. Having a wide range and real life related domains helps to support our claim that different ontology matchers have different performance characteristics in different domains.
Also, all tests in OAEI (except for one) are systematically built, and researchers take that
into consideration when designing their matchers. Therefore, matchers might not cover all
cases found in real life problems.
Several tests were performed, and we compared the performance of our aggregation
relative to the individual matchers. In Figure 6.6, we show the matching matrices returned
by each individual algorithm and our aggregated result. The frst (second respectively)
dimension of the matrix corresponds to concepts in the source (destination respectively)
ontology. In Figure 6.7, we compared the individual and fused alignments. Cells detected
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Figure 6.6
Visualization of different matchers for the Animal ontology.
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Figure 6.7
Visualization of the differences between the individual matchers.
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by both algorithms are reported in blue. We are able to see how the fuzzy agreement
measure captured the agreement between the different matchers.

Figure 6.8
P, Re, and F for the Animal ontology.

In Figures 6.8 through 6.13, we compare the performance of the aggregated result
with the individual matchers. The results show the inconsistent behavior of the existing
matchers in different domains. For example, FALCON ([19]) has a very good precision in
the “Animals” ontology (Figure 6.8), whereas in the “Pets” ontology (Figure 6.9) it has a
poor performer (1 and 0.5 respectively). The inconsistent behavior is also manifested in the
big difference in Recall between the “Animals” and the “Sport Events” ontologies (0.083
and 0.893 respectively), see Figures 6.8 and 6.10. Another good example is the Structure
matcher, which got a Recall of 0.903 in the “Pets” ontology and scored just 0.007 for “Sport
Event” (Figures 6.9 and 6.10). Even FOAM ([10]), which scored high in most ontologies
(Figures 6.8, 6.9 and 6.11), scored low in the “Vehicles” and “Tourism” ontologies (Figures
6.12 and 6.13). No matcher is expected to universally outright solve this problem. On
the other hand, the performance of our tool was relatively stable throughout all domains
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Figure 6.9
P, Re, and F for the Pets ontology.

Figure 6.10
P, Re, and F for the SportEvent ontology.

Figure 6.11
P, Re, and F for the Russia ontology.

Figure 6.12
P, Re, and F for the Vehicles ontology.
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Figure 6.13
P, Re, and F for the Tourism ontology.

(Figures 6.8 through 6.13). We were able to achieve high Precision (top 2) in all domains
—as expected— because when many matchers agree on an alignment cell, then it will
most likely be valid. And for the same reason, our tool did not score very high at the
Recall factor. The crowd sourcing model is cautious enough to wait for many votes from
the matchers before deciding whether any cell should be considered in the output alignment
or not. Given no prior knowledge on how good the individual matchers are and without
the need for any reference ontology, our model did provide remarkably robust results when
aggregating several matchers (top 3 with respect to Fmeasure).
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CHAPTER 7
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, we proposed ReShare: an operational ontology framework that provides
scientists with the ability to build, combine and share their research experiments. In this
framework, we employed the software OO methodologies to create a highly robust and
adaptive ontology. This ontology can be used to model experiments in any research domain. We also developed a test bed, and we have successfully used it to model a research
experiment in the feld of materials science. This task was performed only by using few
high level annotations and the results were also displayed in our test bed. Moreover, ReShare models can be exchanged between researchers by sharing the ontology which will facilitate the process of understanding and extending models that were previously designed.
Furthermore, the main advantage of using ontology instead of the traditional XML is that it
provides the ability to perform semantic search. This feature will increase the practicality
of our work, and researchers can effectively look for models built using ReShare.
Also, an interactive 3D scatter plot and parallel coordinates visualizations were implemented. Both visualizations can be complementary to one another. 3D scatter plot is more
useful to understand the data since it uses a Cartesian space. Nevertheless, it can visualize
up to a certain number of control variables. On the other hand, parallel coordinates can
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visualize any number of dimensions. However, it is less obvious to understand the data
patterns between all the variables at the same time. Moreover, different data trend discovery algorithms were presented and a descriptive ontology model for these visualization
tools was also proposed.
Finally, different aggregation methods (supervised and unsupervised) for fusing ontology matchers were proposed. In the frst method, we proposed a new constraint preserving
GA for learning FMs. Specifcally, we proposed a new crossover and mutation operation
and different ontology matching algorithms were fused using the FI learned by the GA. We
showed that our framework can give satisfactory results on different study domains. While
in the second method, we presented a novel way to aggregate ontology matchers without
relying on the use of a reference ontology. Specifcally, we employed the FI with respect to
a FM of agreement to fuse different ontology matching algorithms. That is, when nothing
is known about the quality of the individuals, we can look to identify agreement among
the inputs and use that measure on the same data to guide its aggregation. In addition, we
proposed the use of population standard deviation to measure the distance between two
or more matrices. We showed that our model can give satisfactory and robust results in
different study domains.
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CHAPTER 8
FUTURE WORK

This research can be broadened in many different directions. First of all and most importantly, since we have a huge amount of descriptive ontologies, we need to design an
algorithm that utilizes these existing ontologies to defne operational models.This algorithm will also need to handle different ontologies that describe the same area of research.
Therefore, the ontology matching work presented herein is very essential because the resultant ontology will be passed to the algorithm to convert it to ReShare model. Furthermore,
we would like to develop an algorithm that converts the operation model, designed by ReShare, to a descriptive one. This will be very useful to generate ontologies in felds where
such descriptive ontologies are not available.
In regard to ontology matching, we would like to extend the crowd-sourced ontology
matcher to match between more than two ontologies. This multiple matching is required
because there are innumerable existing descriptive ontologies in all knowledge domains,
and these ontologies need to be all combined to create a complete unifed model. For
example, multiple descriptive ontologies exist for the concept “Person”, just to mention
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some of them 1

2 3 4 5 6 7

. Thus, in order to build a single and complete “Person” model,

all the previous ontologies and some others need to be matched and merged into a single
ontology. Also, few important questions need to be addressed with regard to the matching
technique itself, e.g., how to increase the Recall? Should we add more matchers to increase
the number of voters in the crowd? If yes, this will considerably increase the number of
free parameters in the FM (2N − 2 for N sources) and thus increase complexity as well.
How should we deal with the case of having a large number of matchers? Can we use
the k-additive measure? This means that we will be listening to votes of certain number
of matchers (k-matchers). The use of k-additive measure might be considered risky for a
small k because the measure of agreement might lose its signifcance. To solve the issue of
having large crowd, we would like to explore the use of the shapely index to determine the
worth of each of the individual matching algorithm and, therefore, omit some of them and
reduce the complexity. However, would this result in a biased crowd? And how would we
deal with such a crowd? These questions and some others need to be answered to better
understands and improve the performance of heterogeneous crowds.
Finally, the visualization work needs to be extended. More visualization tools can be
added to the ontology model such as graph, bar and pie chart. Also, we would like to
enhance the trend analysis algorithm by using more accurate clustering algorithm such as
fuzzy c-means.
1

http://daml.umbc.edu/ontologies/ittalks/person
http://orlando.drc.com/daml/ontology/Person/current/
3
http://ubot.lockheedmartin.com/ubot/2001/08/baby-shoe/shoeproj-ont.daml
4
http://www.cs.umd.edu/projects/plus/DAML/onts/personal1.0.daml
5
http://www.daml.ri.cmu.edu/ont/homework/atlas-cmu.daml
6
http://www.ksl.stanford.edu/projects/DAML/ksl-daml-instances.daml
7
http://www.davincinetbook.com:8080/daml/rdf/personal-info.daml
2
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